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Construction
By Bob Murphy
Construction on the College of
Wooster's new Music Building is
scheduled to start in the middle of
May. 1288. The building, which will
be located on the corner of Beall
Avenue and University Street, will
house all new classrooms, practice,
and lesson facilities, including a
large organ room, for the Musicdepartment Construction will start
with the demolition of all the houses
now on that property, most
noticeably the Alumni House. If all
goes as planned, it will be completedw in 12 months time, and ready to open
for Fall Semester of 1987.
rec-
urrently, there are two different
- plans for the construction of the
building. Phase I includes the
building of office space, a library, a
student lounge, as well as class and
practice space. It will be built
primarily along the Beall Avenue
Commencement
By Susan Gale
What is a senior's favorite word?
The answer is commencement, of
course. This year's commencement 1
will take place Monday, May 12, at
10 a.m. in the Oak Grove on the
Wooster campus. If it rains,. Com-
mencement will be held in the Arm-ingt- on
Physical Education Center.
There are many special events
surrounding this year's Commence-
ment, most of which will take place
on Sunday, May 11. The activities
win begin with Baccalaureate at
10:30 a.m.on Sunday. The Beverand
Dr. John Buchanan, pastor of the
Fourth. Presbyterian Church of
Chicago, win speak. Later in the
afternoon from 2 p.m. until 4 p.m.
there will be a senior art majors'
reception in the Art Museum which
includes a senior art exhibition.
Dean announced new editor
The Publications Committee of
The College of Wooster announced
last week that David Dean would be
new 1988-8- 7 Editor-in-Chi-ef of The
Wooster Voice. Dean, a junior
History-Philosop- hy major from Pitt-
sburgh, Pa. is currently the Sports
Editor of The Voice.
."The wheels of progress are in
motion and I hope that next year
more and more students will find
writing for the paper fun." com-
ments DeanJean has set some very
large long-rang- e goals for the paper
next year. "I want to make the
paper more professional I think if
students work on a more profes-
sional paper they will have pride in
what they are doing and that can on
ly be a positive addition to the
paper."
Some of Dean's other goals are to
increase the communication chan-
nels between students, faculty and
administration. "I want the paper to
be a forum for student as well as
faculty input I want an organiza-
tions to feel that they have a place in
to begin for music building
side of the property. The cost for thispart of the plan is estimated at $3.3
million said, William Snoddy, Vice-preside- nt
for Finance and Business.
Phase II of the building plan is still
up in the air. Phase II ealls for an
auditorium and a smaller recital
room, as well as some additional
work on the already planned atrium
in the middle of the complex. Phase
II is estimated to cost an additional
31.5 million, bringing the entire cost
for the Music Building to 34.8
million.
According to Snoddy. in addition
to what has already been raised for
the music building, 8900,000 more
win be needed by May 18 if construe-tio- n
is to include both parts of the
complex. If that amount of money
has not been raised by that date, on-ly Phase I of the whole project will
be built
Meanwhile, this weekend, the ar
chitect of the building is meeting
approaches rapidly
Then, at 3 p.m.. there win be a
Senior Music Hour in which various
seniors will pwfnrm. At a;aa p.m.l
there will be the Phi Beta Kanna in
itiation in Mateer Auditorium. And
from 3p.m. until 5:30 pjn. President
Copeland will be having a reception
for seniors and their famines. In the
evening, at 8:15 p.m., the Wooster
Chorus win perform in McGaw
Chapel.
The following day at the Com-
mencement exercises there will be a
variety of speakers. The Beverand
Earl J. Lewis, the father of senior
Deborah Lewis, will deliver the In-
vocation, and the Beverand John A.
Lake, the father of senior Sara Lake,
wffl give the Benediction. Catharine
R. Stimpson will deliver a speech
titled "The Apocalypse, Utopias.
the student publication. I want to
publicize more campus activities
run by SGA and SAB."
Dean is eager to get a staff created
for as he puts it,. "For the first time
in almost four years all editor posi-
tions win be paid. I not sure, at this
time, how much each position win
receive but the time has come for
talented people to receive financial
compensation for their time and
devotion." Dean feels that salaries
are just the tip of the iceberg and
that more will be done to retain
talented writers and office workers.
Applications are now available for
Business Editor, Managing Editor.
Sports. Layout and News and
Feature Editor. All students are en-
couraged to. apply by the 30th of
April.
"There is a new beginning for The
Wooster Voice. I hope that next year
will be a year of great participation
on both the students as well as the
faculty. The newspaper is your
paper, lets make it something to be
proud of."
with C.O.W. representatives, and
the prime contractor. Freeman Con-
struction Company of Wooster. to go
over construction plans. They hope
to find out where some possible cost
savings might be managed. They
are also finalizing plans for the firstpart of construction.
President Henry Copeland is quick
to point out that, although the whole
complex is not all that big. it is ex-
pensive. "Just the many acoustic re-
quirements raise the cost a great
deal. There are things you wouldn't
think of. such as sound-pro- of traps in
the ventilation system, that make a
music building more expensive than
other types."
Both he and Snoddy are looking
forward to the contributions that the
Music Building win make towards
the campus. "It should be the last
phase in making the campus
academic facilities fully complete,"
said Copeland.
and Our Real lives." She is current
ly the acting Dean of the Graduate
School at Rutgers University and the
founding editor of "Signs : Journal of
Women in Culture and Society."
Honorary degrees will be given to
Carolyn G. Dix, a trustee at the Col-
lege for many years and a Wooster
graduate, Allan Boesak, who came
to speak at WestminsterPresbyterian Church and Wooster in
1977, and to Milan Opocensky and
Stewart Sutherland, both of whom
lectured at Wooster this year and
have been visiting members of the
Wooster faculty in past years.
Deborah P. HUty, the secretary of
the College and the Board of
Trustees and Executive Assistant to
the President, has been working to
Continued on Page 4
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David Dean, '87, has been named the
rveice editor for 1388-8- 7. I
;
Wooster students who wffl be biking aeross the eountry tils summer
are (from left to right) Cyndy Barns, John Wells, Debbie Lewis, Kevin
Weeks and Amy Carter. : - . , ,
Students ride
forpeqc
The plans are made, the date is
set, and the time is fast ap-
proaching. Five College of Wooster
students will spend three months
bicycling from Seattle Washington
to the coast of Maine, a trip covering
4460 miles in 90 days. Their summer
excursion win be a fund raising bike- -
a-th- on for the North Carolina Center
for Peace Education in Chapel HilL
Cyndy Burns. Amy Carter. Debby
Lewis, Kevin Weeks and John Wells
began the planning required for this
cross country trek, covering four-
teen states and a portion of Canada,
early in January. They are looking
forward to pursuing a summer-lon-g
program of bicycling, camping and
sight-seein- g and also to supporting
the Center for Peace Education. The
group welcomes contributions from
Individuals or groups wishing to
sponsor their efforts by making a
Copeland to
France next
By Liz Kershaw
President Henry Copeland wffl be
studying abroad for a few months
next faU. He and his wife wffl be
spending the months of September,
October and November in France in
order to get reacquainted with
France and read about French
society in the last decade. Although
a french historian, Copeland has not
had the time to keep up with France
with his commitments as President
of the College. "It's time to recharge
the batteries," he explained.
"Last October I requested and the
Executive Committee (of the Board
of Trustees) granted a sudy leave,"
Copeland said. "When I first became
President, the Trustees had sug-
gested that every four or five or six
years the President should take a
three month leave for reading and
catching up."
copeland had not found it conve
nient to get away until now. As
IK
7
.7
If
to educate
pledge per mile (remember there
are 4460 miles in this trip) or by)
pledging a lump sum for the com-- l
piece trip. Typieai ciecres racr
from 84.48 to $44.80, but any amou&'J
win be gratefully accepted. All eon--i
miration will be given directly to
the center for Peace Education.' -
" The North Carolina Center fori
Peace Education is a non-prof- it,
non-partis- an oranisation . whose
membership is open to any person,
croon or corporation. Its orimarv
goal Is simply to help people educate
themelves about new ways of think-- l
ing about conflict. It is concerned
with violence in an forms from fist
fights in high schools to superpower
relationships. The Center does not
try to work through angry protests
or infiamatory propaganda, but in
stead hopes to enable people to end
Cc?t!?gd on Pae 4
study in
term
Copeland explained, phase one of the
building of the music building has
been completed and the three vke-preside- nts
have all been working
together for a number of years.
Donald Harward, vice-preside- nt of
academic affairs, wffl be acting
president
Copeland wffl be on hand at the
beginning of the 1988-8- 7 year in order
to welcome the new students and
their parents into the College of
Wooster family.
The fall was chosen because there
is a greater number of administra-
tion decisions that are made in the
spring, "even though I think fail is
the prettiest time of the year in
Wooster," he added.
Most of his time wffl be spent at
the Library in reading
and just talking to other individuals
in aeademie circles about bis In-
terests in French society. .
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The Voice is yours
Column By Ida Williams
Although many final columns could be filled with
memories, salutations and final words of wisdom from a
departing editor. I will avoid all these topics, because I
will still be on campus, and have no final words of
wisdom to spew out. I have, instead, a challenge to
everyone on campus. It is a challenge in reponse to
those students who deem themselves justifiable critics
of The Voice. It is a challenge to all those students who
consider themselves too good to write or spend time on
The Voice. And it is for all students who aren't actively
involved in campus issues and activities.
My challenge is that you stop complaining about The
Voice and actually do something about it. Write for The
Voice, take pictures, help with corrections and typing,
etc. The Voice needs people to help publish it, not critics
to tear down the work of a few, dedicated students. This
semester The Voice was published by 10 regular staff
members and editors. Ten people just don't have the
time and energy to produce a weekly newspaper of
tremendous proportions. If you're going to complain you
should be ready to offer effective solutions.
In my first editorial of the year, I indicated that The
Voice is your newspaper. The Voice is the only
autonomous student publication on campus, and its pur
pose is to serve the student.
that if the student will not participate in its publication,
it cannot be successful in its efforts. Many have realized
that if they want a particular event covered they must
give The Voice prior notice, or submit the press release
themselves. If you find it degrading to have to submit
something yourself, take a look at the "real" newspaper
world. Does The College expect news agencies to keep
our activities under close scrutiny so they can cover our
events? No. That's why they have News Services, to pro
vide press release copy to newspapers so that The Col
lege is covered properly. You will find that practice
everywhere. No newspaper has the time or energy to
cover everything, especially with a small staff and
limited resources.
So the challenge still stands. If you find it necessary to
camplain about the newspaper every Friday, then you
But a corollary to that is
reflection of the campus
-sT'CAU.Y
have a duty to do something about it. mere are so many
ways to help, that there should be no excuse for not par-
ticipating. Improving the newspaper is something that
everyone on campus can, and should, do. A campus
newspaper is an accurate
What is The Voice saying about Wooster? What is The
Voice saying about you?
I challenge you to take an active step in producing The
Voice, and stop merely criticizing the efforts of others.
Your criticisms are much more justified when made
from the inside, rather than the outside. Students need
to be an active part of the newspaper. Students need to
have it be an available resource of communication
Remember, The Voice is your-s- use it.
SPWCStPk
MoreWriting
classes needed
Editor,
As' an English major and a
Reading and Writing Center peer
tutor, I am well aware of and in
agreement with two of the points in
your last editorial ("We need
writing at The College". April 18,
1988. Ida Williams): this school
needs more student writing and a
greater emphasis on writing skills
than it currently offers.
I do not feel, however, that the
Beading and Writing Center is, as
you mentioned, "horribly undere--
quipped to teach the campus as a
whole, how to write" because the
Center was never intended to teach
writing. Its purpose is to help
students by acting as a writing au
dience" and not as a professor.
I feel that at the heart of this
misconception is the fact that we are
also sadly lacking professors in the
English Department who specialize
in writing instruction. Out of nine
professors in the department
teaching next semester, only three
will be teaching writing-oriente- d
classes (only one of which is above
the freshman level). May I also
point out that there will be no jour-
nalism course offered next year,
thus eliminating training in a very
practical application of writing
skills which should be encouraged at
any college.
.
" It is my hope that the department
will expand its writing curriculum,
not at the exclusion of valuable
literature courses, but by hiring
another writing instructor. Such an
addition could also help in other
areas. For example, The Wooster
Review (and its staff) is now thriv-
ing, which is due primarily to the
assistence of its knowledgeable and
enthusiastic creative advisor. I
believe that the Voice needs, among
other things, a faculty advisor who is
not already overburdened with too
many courses, but one who
specializes in writing and jour-
nalism. Perhaps then, writing at The
College and the status of the Voice
would become, as you suggested, "
an integral and important part of
this campus."
Mary W. Cox
Parties aren't
just drunken
bashes
Editor,
This letter is in response to the
April 18th editorial by Bob Murphy
entitled'Drinking is not necessary
for fun." Being a president of a sec-
tion. I felt obligated to write a letter
of rebuttle to the Voice. When the
drinking age is raised to twenty-on- e
and sections, clubs, dorms and small
houses no longer will be able to have
open all-camp- us parties, the
school's social life will be drastically
nurt. Students will no longer have
the opportunity to "let off steam"
from- - the school week by socially in-
teracting at parties. Yes, Mr. Mur-
phy, parties do serve a purpose on
this campus. If parties are so boring,
why was the Omegas' party two
weekends ago so crowded people
had to be turned away at the door?
Why were at least 50-1- 00 people dan-
cing in our main lounge that even-
ing? ( I must add that I know many
of these people were not drinking.)
They did not look bored to me! I do
not think those people who were
smiling, laughing and having a great
time ( a vast majority of the peo-
ple!!) were their "worst selves," as
you stated about people who get
drunk, in your recent editorial. If
parties are so DULL, why then is the
mast freauent dinner conversation
on a Friday or Saturday night.
"who's Having a party lonignir- - i
know I am not alone when I say that
parties are a part of my social life.
Parties are where students can
release tension, socialize with
students they rarely have a chance
to talk with, and just have a good
time. Social events are only as fun as
you make them. Mr. Murpny, I do
not think you have tried too hard to
"make" your own good time. Why
must you criticize something which
you have not tried to change? Next
time, Mr. Murphy, do not term
something as dull and boring
without objectively (not subjective-
ly) looking at the entire situation,
looking at the advantages as well as
the disadvantages.
Paul T. Savage
President. Phi Omega Sigma
Logic makes
him sleepy
Editor.
James Haden enjoyed "nothing
particularly" during his years at
Wooster? I think he enjoyed awaken-
ing me from my daily naps during
his lectures.
James, perhaps you could have
accomplished more during your
time here had you been able to com-
municate in a less haughty and more
Chris "logic makes me sleepy"
Beachy
A note to
seniors, and
everyone else
Editor,
' Most of you don't know who I am.
Some of the seniors and juniors may
remember me, but whether I'm
remembered or not should have no
bearing upon this message to you. I
feel that the words themselves stand
alone. I only hope I can express
them well enough to compel you to
take them to heart, for. it is there
that they originate.
The objective of this letter is to of-
fer some advice I wish I'd received
when I was still a student at the Col
lege. Although I cannot purport to
speak for every Wooster grad, many
to whom I've spoken regarding these
very thoughts I'm about to convey
have agreed upon them whole-
heartedly.
First I must point out that this ad-
vice is directed mainly to seniors,
but I feel that all of you should con-
sider it. Those of you underclassmen
who have not been close to the
seniors and haven't seen their toils
up close may find these words far-o- ff
echoes, difficult to fathom. But in
time I'm sure you'll find them quite
believable. And although I would
have liked to have sent this message
sooner. I doubt that with I.9
weighing heavily, you would have
had time to read it, much less give it
ample consideration.
Many of you may not be aware of
the fact that your life is changing
and changing fast. After graduation,
life for many of you. if not most, is
going to be uncertain and difficult,
at least for a time. Your days at
Wooster, especially these days, right
now. with the ingredients of having
finished your I.S., spring and warm
weather, are going to rule as the best
in your life for some time. I'm cer-
tain that they'll always remain very
dear. But the fact is once the
diploma's in hand and tassle's been
shifted, you can't go back. Oh,
visiting is great, but that's exactly
what it will be - visiting. It will never
be the same. Most of your closest
friends are probably from all over
the country. After graduation tbeH
odds of all of you getting togetner at
one time are slim, for after gradua-
tion the obligations, responsibilities
and sacrifices come swiftly.
But when you do return, it will feel
wonderful. It really feels like home.
You can't help inhaling deeply, like
trying to breath in past memories.
In closing the eyes tightly enough,
one can almost T'feel" the
memories. All around you, like
ghosts gliding past in every direc-
tion -
you are there. Some kind of intanjh-bl- e
part of you never leaves
Wooster. Part of you is ever walking
through Kauke Arch feeling the cool
wind forcing its way through the
from a late night at theEassagebrary or an even later night at that
special friend's room knowing full
well you will be feeling like hell in
the morning, but deep-dow- n feeling
certain that it was worth it. Your
presence remains down in Momfc
chowihg down on pretzels and pepsi
because you can't afford Dominos.
Still yet a part of you ever rushes
from Severance, almost tripping
down the steps, but arms raised in
victory as that receipt for your I.S. is
clutched in hand, and soon realizing
there actually exists a world out
there that has never heard of those
two infamous letters.
Continued on Page XJ
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Through G 3 oiricJ Glasses
ByBillMertzHill llo tT
"You look really good this morn-
ing. Why did you have this break
anyway?"
"April 22 is Vladimir Lenin's bir-
thday."
Mom and I were on the way to thei' y.airport. The morning before, a
friend of mine from elementary
school came home. His father had
been shot dead during a bar robbery.
On his father's bedstand laid a note.
It read what most people would con-
sider cruel last words. The guy who
shot him was in a Santa suit. He was
a drunken mess, and looked a lot like
Paul's brother, John.
Mom was mad at me. "Why did
you take Paul and get him drunk?
rile was just running away from his
problems."
"Believe me, he wasn't running
anywhere last night Anyway, he
had an incredible story about his
father's death. Heard it from some
professor at FSU."
"So what was it?"
"I don't remember. I called him
this morning and told him to write
Lme about it"
Continued from Page 2
But soon too you will realize that
while its great to visit, you are not
really a part anymore; you are not
in the mainstream. You stand on the
outside looking in. Let me teU you
that feeling can be incredibly sad
and depressing. Come the end of
August it really bits you. Reality
Uets in and it finally dawns on you
that you are really not going back.
You'll feel like you really should be
packing. By God, there's got to be a
way out of this "real life" business!
. But alas, there isn't Of course, the
sadness erodes away in due time.
Time is the great healer. But years
later, I've been told, there will still
be time you will miss it so much it'll
hurt All it takes is an old song, a
smell, a word, a magazine article
with the letter of the word "is"
capitalised in emphasis in the mid-
dle of some sentence.
Okay, so what's the point? Well,
here it is if you haven't figured it out
already. The time is NOW for one
last chance to make some memories
as a student at the College of
Dear Bill
You won't believe this story. You
didn't the other night anyway. So
here it is again.
The night after my father was kill-
ed by the guy in the Santa suit, a pro-
fessor of mine came to my room. He
was an old friend of my Dad's. He
was kind of drunk. You've probably
heard of him-- Dr. Elmer Kolos.
Kolos is the guy who has been work-
ing on the time machine. The guy is
about as much of an alcoholic as Dad
was. Only Dad just wrote those time-trav-el
Twilight Zone episodes. He
was harmless. This guy is totally
corrupt. He finished his project at
graduate school, where he and Dad
met. Only he always kept a little bit
back. He continued his research on
government grants.He was done,
though. He spent the money at the
track.
Getting on with it he told me that
he had the thing in his apartment
back in school One night Dad and he
Wooster. Alexander Graham Bell
once made a statement that went
something like this:
Life is a series of doors. Opening
before you and closing behing you.
When one door closes another opens.
But so often we sit and stare so long
at that door that has closed, we do
not realize the door that's been open-
edfor us.
Mr. Bell would probably say that
it's wrong to sit and pine at that door
that has closed. However, it's com-
pletely natural to do so. I do not have
the wisdom, power or experience to
tell you about that door that lies
ahead; but I think I can say
something about the one that's pois-
ed for closing. So as you sit at your
table or in a lounge chair in Lowryor
Kittredge, or back in your room,
think about this: it's time to make
. some grand memories. It's time to
.
went to a Christmas party and got
smashed. Dad couldn't drive so he
stayed at Kolos' apartment. Kolos
passed out and Dad fell asleep in the
closet while he was getting himself a
blanket.
The next morning he told Kolos
about a dream he had. I guess Dad
didn't remember it too well, cause
he was kind of wasted. But he kind of
remembered some time- - travel
stuf-f- that's when he first got in-
terested in writing about it. He said
he went far into the future, got a big
kick out of it when he realized where
he was, and bought a gun. Then he
went over to the Big Tree and robbed
the place. But he ended up shooting
one of the customers. The guy was
yelling, "How dare you steal my
story!!!"
Kolos figured that Dad never
could have figured out how the
machine worked. Kolos even showed
it to Dad, but Dad had no recollec- -
be with the
people you love, and telling them so.
It's time to relegate problems and
worries to their trivialities. I realize
one can't force a great time or a
special moment but at least give
yourselves an opportunity for them
to occur. Don't let yourself be caught
somewhere down the road wishing
you'd done this or that instead of ra-
tionalizing that you'd probably have
a bad time. Don't let yourself be
caught longing for a chance to go
back to try this or give that a shot
Don't let yourself be caught kicking
yourself for staying in because you
were too tiredDon't be afraid to
make memories that will last.
You seniors, this is your last hur-
rah as a College of Wooster student.
Make that door all the more special --
all the more worth looking back at It
can be very satisfying.
I do nope these words have made
some impression on you. Thanks for
listening.
Tom Nelson
Class of 1984
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tion of how it worked. So they forgot
about it.
Last Thursday morning, Paul's
father woke up depressed. He
remembered all the times his grand-
mother had given him warnings on
Christmas mornings. She always
said, "Now, if you don't treat your
presents well, Santa will come and
take them away." He sat around the
whole day, trying to think of a story.
He thought of a guy who is terribly
cruel to his children. This guy is a
Jewish mother-typ- e into guilt and
threats. When he dies, he leaves only
one sentence in his wilL
Paul's father wrote down the will
on a scrap of paper, and went to the
Big Tree to think it through further.
Around 3:00 a.m., a drunken grad
student came into the bar and talked
loudly about being a writer from thepast He was dressed in a Santa suit
He looked like John Bennett Paul's
brother. Unfortunately, he had a
TTo "Let Go
Ifafres Love
The following was submitted to the Voice and dedicated
to the senior class. The author is not known.
To "let go" does not mean to stop caring, it means I
can't do ft for someone else.
To "let so" is not to cut myself off. it is the realization I
can't control another.
To "let go" is not to enable,
natural consequences.
To "let go" is to admit powerlessness, which means the
outcome is not in my hands.
To "let go" is not to try to change or blame another, it is
to make tne most ox myseu
To "let go" is not to care for,
To "let go" is not to fix, but to
To 'let so" is not to judge,human being.
To "let go" is not to be in the middle arranging all the
outcomes but to allow others to affect their own
destinies.
To "let eo" is not to be protective, it is to permit another ,
to face reality.
gun. He said something like hisgrandmother used to say, "Now Mr.
Bartender, you -- haven't been toogood, so Santa's here to take all your
money away."
Mr. Bennett went into a rage. His
plot ideas hadn't gone anywhere. He
was drunk, and he was paranoid.
The whole scene was too familiar.
He figured it for a grand hallucina-
tion. He attacked the Santa Clam.
Santa Bennett shot Mr. Bennett
dropped the gun, and ran away into
a closet It disappeared. :- - . , .
John Bennett was walking by his
father's room when the phone rang. ,
It was the police. A man in a Santa
.
suit had just shot his father. John
read his father's final written words.
They rang of his great-grandmothe- r's
Christmas warnings.
"Children, Santa came and took-- ;
your Daddy away."
See you on the funway, Wootown.
Santa's coming to take me away. -.- -
but to allow learning from
but to care about. "
be supportive.
but to allow another to be a
To "let go" is not to deny, but to accept.
To "let go" is not to nag, scold, or argue, but instead to
search out my own shortcomings and to correct them.
Ta it rn" is not to adlust evervthine to my desires butto take each day as it comes, and to cherish myself in it
To "let go" is not to criticize and regulate anybody but
to try to become what I dream I can be.
To "let go" is to not regret the past, but to grow and to
live for the future.
ft To 'let go" is to fear less and to love more.
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ACROSS
1 Brag
6 Besmirch
11 Schooibook
12Sodtfy
14 Danish island
15 Decorate
17 A state: abbr.
18 Possessive
pronoun cs
19 Declares
CO Cudgel
21 Deciliter: abbr.
22 Representative
23 Pitch
2 Continued
stories
C6 Awaits
settlement
C7 Goddess of
discord
28 Weary
29 Tremulous
31 irons
34 Lean-t- o
35 Tranquillity
36 Note of scale
37 The sun
38 Sharp-witte- d
fellow
39 Canine
40 Teutonic deity
41 Antlered animal
42 Theater box
43 Occupant
45 Rears
47 Dispatches
48 Takes one's
part
DOWN
GROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE
1 insect
2 Paddles
3 Fuss
4 Helm position
5 Tours
" ll 2 p p p I 1 8 17 IS p MO I
71 "12 " "13"
T7" TT" "" TT"
"75 75" 25"
TT" 22" """ 2i"
57-- 5- - - 2"
' 1 2S
2s3o" 11
33 si "5J
"5? 3-
- i
"33" 77" I2" """"
73" T "" V
77 4J " "
Continued from Page 1
new ways of dealing with personal
and global conflict To this end it
works with educators, promarily in
the public school system, to help
them develop specific positive pro-
grams and curricula. It also spon-
sors a variety of workshops whose
topics include Conflict Resolution,
What about the Russians?, Influence
of T.V. on Children, and Guiding
Children through a Sexist Culture.
Most importantly, the Center's pro-
grams are designed to explore, not
1M4 United Feature Syndicate
6 Curt
7 Planet
8 Sea eagle
9 Paid notice
10 Recommit
11 Forays
13 Memoranda
16 Lairs
19 Once more
20 Parts of
skeleton
22 Ventilated
23 Brief
25 Repulse
26 Fragment
28 Merchants
29 Item of property
30 Coastlines
31 Edible seeds
32 Encomiums
33 Wise persons
35 Parcels of land
36 Tie
39 Portion of
medicine
41 Provide crew
42 Cover
44 Compass p. .1
46 Three-toe- d
sloth
dictate, one's choices.
Rarh mmhr nf the ffrotlD is !
cited about the prospect of helping
th rVntAr and mi kin? the trin from
Wachinrtnn in Maine. Ttaev hone voul
will find the work of the North
Carolina Center for Peace Educa-
tion worthy of your much needed
contribution. For information about
the trip, the North Carolina Centex
for Peace Education,
.
or pledging
a A. tyour support, piease contact jonn
wells at box U-Z8- 6S or extension
2651.
PRINTS
by JohnMcPaie
CERAMICS
by Annette McCormick
in the Gautt Gallery
PHOTOGRAPHS
by Lois E. Bailey
in the Exhibit Hall
T7AYIIE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
April 20 - tiay 24
GALLERY HOURS:
Monday - Friday, 9 am - 5PM, Saturday 9 am - noon
OPENING RECEPTIO!!: Sunday. April 20
Members 2-- 3 P Public 3-- 4 pa
Refreshcient.
Theology prof questions doctrine;
could be fired
CPS
A professor of Catholic theology
said his church is trying to control
what he teaches in class.
Vatican officials several weeks
ago told that Reverend Charles Cur-ra- n
of Catholic University either to
revise what he says in class about
birth control and other sexual ethics
or lose his right to teach Catholic
theology at the university.
"This brings up tricky questions
dealing with the academic freedom
at Catholic universities." Curran
warned.
"There cannot be judgements(about what to teach) made by
authorities outside of the universi-
ty," Curran said. If a school ques-
tions a professor's competence to
teach, Curran maintained, "he must
be judged by his peers and ac-
cording to due process," not by the
church.
The church's efforts to control
what Curran teaches come on the
heels of a Vatican proposal that
would require bishops to approve all
Continued from Page 1
put this year's commencement
together but still feels it is the
"seniors' show" and feels they
should be given much of the credit
lor it's development.
Once again. Commencement will
take place on Monday, May 12, at 10
a.m. in the oak Grove.
Scholarships
available
The deadline is near for submit-
ting applications for two scholar-
ships offered by the Greater
Cleveland Chapter of the Public
Relations Society of America.
A $1,000 and 1500 scholarship will
be awarded to students now atten-
ding an accredited four-ye- ar college
or university in northern Ohio. .
To qualify, the student must have :
1. A dec lard communications-relate- d
major (an emphasis in
public relations is preferred).
- 2. Achieved sophomore or junior
status at the time of application.
3. An accumulative grade point
average of at least 3.0 at the time of
application.
4. His or her home residence in
Northeastern Ohio.
In addition, students are re--
uested to prepare a 400-wo- rd essay,3escribing how their course of study
will help them contribute to the
public relations-communicatio- ns
field.
Further information is available
by contacting: Joyce M. Roseman,
Community Affairs, The
Standard Oil Company, 200 Public
Square, 35-A-43- 06, Cleveland, Ohio
44114-237- 5.
All applications must be
postmarked by Friday, May 2, 1988.
theology teachers before they can
lead classes in Catholic colleges.
Catholic theologians say they have a
right to require the teachers of
Catholic theology to adhere to
church doctrine.
But critics maintain any kind of
church interference in classrooms
that are supported by public funds
amounts to using public money to
promote a specific religious doc-
trine. Consequently, such church in-
terference could endanger federal
funding and student aid to Catholic
colleges, as the U.S. Constitution
mandates separation of church and
state.
Curran says the church has
scrutinised him since 1979, adding
the struggle between Vatican and
local authorities' control of Catholic
institutions is an old one. "A number
of os (professors) have long argued
that we can be Catholic and
American at the same time," he
said. In this instance, American
means free classroom debate and
freedom to dissent.
Theologians at other U.S. colleges
supported Curran in a statement
published in the Washington Post.
"For many years, enemies of the
Catholic church in the United States
have argued that Catholic colleges
and universities are not independent
academic institutions, but are
nothing more than educational arms
of the official church," they said."If
Father Curran were removed from,
his position as a professor of
theology at the Catholic University
of America, it would be far more dif-
ficult to refute this charge." .
Curan, who said he will retract
none of his liberal positions, is
waiting further notice from Rome.
And the recent Vatican proposal giv-
ing bishops authority over universi-
ty appointments has been sent back
to Rome for revision, accompanied
by the comments of U.S. Catholic
college presidents. .
Choir to give concert on Saturday
By Susan Gale
This Saturday. April 26. there will
be a concert of the Wooster Choir in
McGaw Chapel at 9:15 p.m. It is free
to College of Wooster students. The
Choir will sing "The Creation" by
Franz Joseph Hayden. "The Crea-
tion" is the story of the creation of
the world. The oratorio has three
soloists. The character of Gabriel
will be sung by soprano Mary
pie computer college contest that isdesigned the introduce students to
the educational and practical
benefits of the Macintosh personal
computer.
The contest kicks off this week on
75 campuses across the country. The
contest, which runs each day
through May 15 at Lowry Center, of-
fers a 1500 grand prize scholarship
and includes a specially designed
Macintosh demo disc featuring the
amusing Joe College- - the character
Bucher. who is the wife of the Dean
of Faculty, Glenn R. Bucher. The
character Uriel will be sung by tenor
Clifford Billions and the character of
Raphael will be sung by bass
Eugene Stair. Michael Qeinschimit
will accompany the Choir on the
organ. The Wooster Choir is directed
by John Russel and involves faculty
and townspeople as well as students
from all classes.
May and Tovnsend
are at it again
They're at it again. But this time
will be their last as students here at
Wooster. From April 29 until May 3,
IWilliim May and William Townsend
will present their Senior Indepen
dent Studies at Frick Art Museum.
The senior art majors are bestknown f or theirpLJ.LH.T.D...LI.T.Y.W.Y.B.M.
1A.D.T" and "PhopaincUing" shows
Peld here over the last two years.May's " " highlights his year
learnto win withMacintosh
6:10 a.m. The final page of your
Psych paper is completed after two!
rewrites, two bottles of white out,
and a bottle of Nodoz. All editing and
spelling corrections are complete.
Pages are collated. Coffee spills on
the entire term paper.
Though this scenario is a
dramatization, there is documented
evidence that students encounter
similar frustrations at campuses'
throughout the country, during each
and every term. And it's this
evidence that has prompted "Learn-- 1
ing to win With Macintosh," an Ap--j
long work in pencil. Townsend's
"Processions" focuses on abstract
painting, airbrush and a video
presentation. Both artists were reci-
pients of Joyce Foundation Grants
earlier this year.
The show is open to all students
and the public. The opening recep-
tion will be Monday, April 23, from 7.
until 9 p.m. (Proper dress is re-- -
seen in the publicity posters around
campus.
Students can qualify for the
scholarship by completing the
special Macintosh program, which
takes less than five minutes, to
humorously depict a day in the life of
Joe College. The easy to operate pro
gram taxes tne puce of a livepresenter, instucting students to
perform the necessary Macintosh
fundamentals. The result is a I
printed contest application , which
enters the student in the subsequent M
rani nrttm tirivins I I
. During the contest period,
students purchasing a Macintosh
Plus or 521X personal computer will
receive a free Macintosh carrying
case, in aaoiuon, a Macintoshpainters cap will be awarded to the
first 500 entrants.
"Learning to Win With Macin
tosh" Is being coordinated by Gary
Kcynoias Associates, a I
Milwaukee based promotion and
marketing firm.
7'Johnson receives
--
.
By News Serried
Penfield High School graduate
Amy Johnson, currently a senior
sociology major at The College of
Wooster, received first place in the
undergraduate category for her
presentation, "An Analysis of the
- Relationship between Perceived
Support Systems, Life Satisfaction,
and Depression of Nursing Home
Residents at the ninth annual stu-
dent conference on aging April 4.
Johnson submitted a fifteen-pag-e
' summary of her senior independent
study thesis which included the
methodology she used, the results
and an interpretation of those
results. Following her 20-min- ute
presentation, Johnson was recognis- -
r;ed for outstanding undergraduate
achievement.
Johnson has has an active interest
in working with the elderly since her
sophomore year in high school. "I
used to work at Penfield nursing
home as a nurses' aide," said
Johnson. "Elderly people have so
much to give, and I enjoy talking to
-
Hedges wins poetry prize
The 1986 American Academy of
Poets Prize for The College of
Wooster has been won by senior
Warren Hedges, with an honorable
mention awarded to junior Carrie
Allison. The prize, established by
alumna Jean Shepherd in memory
of her mother, Cora Owlett Latzer,
awards a $100 honorarium for the
best series or sequences of poems.
As a group, the entries to this year's
contest were greater in number and4 In quality than the entries to last
year's contest.
The judges. Professors Deborah
SAB
ART: If you haven't seen the SAB
art wall this week, be sure to look to-
day. The photography is all
students' work and includes some
microscopic photography by
William Townsend. Other work is by
Camm Broughton and A. Mark
Taylor. Don't miss it!
ICHABOD'S: Student input and
ideas are needed! The SAB will be
' conducting a survey Monday, Tues-
day and Wednesday in Lowry
Center, to collect ideas for a dry
Ichabod's next year. Please take a
minute to fill out a questionnaire.
V The future of Ich's depends on you!
MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT:
Got the final study blues? Need a
break? Be sure not to miss the last
performance of Laura, Billy,
Tyrone, Wes and Felix on Friday,
first place
them."
Johnson complemented her in-
terest in geriatrics I working ten
hours a week at Westview Manor
Retirement Home in Wooster. "I
worked specifically with the activity
and recreation director at
Westview," said Johnson. "We were
responsible for the social needs of
the residents including games and
specific activities, in addition to
spending time with them on a one-to-o-ne
basis."
Her thesis was based on 50
residents' responses to 100 ques-
tions. "The questionnaire was divid-
ed into three sections," said
--Johnson. "The first section focused
on the residents' background, family
and church-relate- d activity, while
the other two sections measured
perceived support systems and life
satisfaction."
"I ended up spending more than 10
hours with each resident I interview-
ed," said Johnson. "It involved get-
ting to know them before the inter-
view and then follow up visits just to
Hilty and Michael Allen, asked Pro-
fessor Ray McCall to make the final
decision between the two excellent
series from Hedges and Allison. "We
simply did not feel that we could
make a clear determination," said
Allen, noting that he and Professor
Hilty had been the readers for
Hedges' Senior I.S. project
Hedges won the prize with a series
written in a regional voice from his
home state of Missouri. Over the
past two years, he has won all three
creative writing prizes offered at the
College; the Kinsey Prize for
May 2. Jazz Unlimited will be play
ing on the lawn by Lowry Center for
4 to 6 p.m. Be there! (Inside if it
rains)
SPOTLIGHT SHOWCASE: Don't
forget to check out the Spotlight
Showcase in Mom's tonight, from
satisfaction rated low, while the non--
nursing residents recorded a low
level of depression and high life
satisfaction," said Johnson.
Following graduation; Johnson
plans to continue her education in
geriatrics in Kent State University's
program. in rehabilitation counsel-
ing in preparation for a career as
recreation director of a retirement
home.
Thesis advisor for the project was
Atlee L. Stroup, a professor of
sociology, who has been on
Woosters faculty since IMS.
Poetry, the Donaldson Prize for Fic
tion, and now the American
Academy Prize.
"It has been a pleasure," Allen,
"to watch Warren grow as a writer,
reading and learning from the work
oi such poets as Richard Hugo, Max-in- e
Kumin and Reg Saner."
The American Academy Prize
recognizes a series of poems
because the College recognizes the
best single poem through an earlier
contest for the Ralph Kinsey
Memorial raze.
8:30 until 11:30. It will be a per
formance by Debi and Megan Smith.
including vocals and acoustics rang
ing mm dulcimer to guitar. Debi is
an alumna, as are several other
members of the Smith family. Debi
and Megan have been to campus
before and are really looking for
ward to performing nere again.
Challener, piano, and the Woodwind
Quintet, with Suzanne spoor, mite:
Ann Keeler, oboe; Norma Wright,
clarinet; Jeffrey Nemeth, french
horn: and Jennifer MeCreary, bas
soon. The recital is free and all are
welcome.
Original compositions performed
"A Brief Evening of Original Com-
positions by Kurt Rothacker," will
be held on Sunday, April 27, at 7:30
p.m. in Mackey HalL The program
will include the Sonata for Cello and
Piano, performed by Jennifer
Hillmer, cello, and Stephanie
keep in touch. Jt was the highlight of
my day to know I would be visiting
with them," she added.
Johnson's study focused on the dif-
ferences in life satisfaction and
perceived support systems between
nursing residents, who require some
daily care, and non-nursi- ng
residents, who are able to walk to
meals, and take care of daily
physical needs themselves; "I found
that the nursing resident's level ofdepression was high and their life
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The new linesUff for WCWS has been(back row) Station Manager Erie
Melissinos. Steve Sievert. David Janes,
Liz Laverdiere. Cynthia Burris, Ted
WCWS Linesfaff
announced
By Sarah Kotchen
The WCWS linesUff have been
chosen for 1988-8- 7. WCWS 91.9 FM
serves an eleven county area with
diversified programming such as
public affairs, sports coverage,
news and weather, plus music rang-
ing from classical jazz to new wave
and album oriented rock.
New directors include Eric Wertz
who was selected to be General
Manager. He has served as Public
Relations and Special Projects
Director this year. For the past
three years, he has also been a
newscaster and meteorologist at the
station, in 198X8, be nas nostea a
classical show. According to Wertz,
the linesUff is open to any sugges-
tions and feedback that is offered by
students, faculty and administra-
tion. Anyone interested in becoming
involved in WCWS is welcome to
meet the linestaff and ask questions.
Susan Schiemann will serve as
Program Director. She was Public
Affairs Director in 1985-6- 8 as well as
a newscaster. In addition, she hosted
the "Topics For Today" show and an
loldies music program.
Carl Olson was chosen to be the
Director of Program Development,
phis past year, Olson served as(Music Director and hosted an Album
lOriented Rock (AOR) show.
Andrew Melissinos will be the
News Director. He has served as a
i i
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? tr
announced. From Left to Right;
Wertx. carl Olson. Andrew(front row) Susan Schiemann,
Clayton.
newscaster this year and has
engineered Public Affairs programs
as well as toe Metropolitan upera
Steve Sievert will serve as the Music
Director. Sievert was part of the
Woo Crew show in 1985. and current
lv has an AOR show, in addition, he
has engineered the Met show as well
as football and DaiKetoau games.
Cyntyia Burris has been chosen as
Public Affairs Director, sne current
lv hosts a classical and new wave
music show. Emilie Stem will re
tain --her position next year as the
Classical Music Director, sne nas
orcinixed the classical music
library this year and has the
"Mellow Midweek" jazz show
David Janes will serve as Opera
tions Director. Janes currently has
two Contemporary Hit radio time
slots, a classic rock show and
engineers Convocation.
Liz Laverdiere will be Continuity
Director. Laverdiere has been a
women's basketball announcer and
has worked in the continuity area
this year. Pat Schmitz was selected
as Sports Director. In the past.
schmitz was a newscaster and had ajazz show. In 1985 he did play by play
for baseball and football, and was an
engineer and commentator on
WCWS Sports Tonight Jeff Waugh
will bead up Public Relations.
Waugh currently holds two shows,
an AOR and a morning wake-u- p.
TurvHDt nMr iDDtrtninii1 FU IXJT-- l LIlt JIlUUIJlVlFORCAPFPR CI TMRFR5v
HS. Entrance, Basic
Skills, psaesai;
Achievements, LSA
GMACMCACGRE,
DAEAduMe&Bds
TOEFL, Nursing Bds,
NTE, Oft, Intra to
Law Rapid Reading,
AND MORE
For nearly 50 years. Stanley H. '
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million
students for admission and licensing
tests. So before you take a test.
rwmaivurith the bes. Kaolan. A fiOOd .
score may help change your life.
KAPLAN i
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Apartheid protests rise around country
CPS Jessie i Snyder
Anti-aparthe- id protests escalated
into angry, sometimes violent, con-
frontations on campuses across the
nation two weeks ago as student pro-
testors clashed with both authorities
and right-win- g student groups.
In what may have been the worst
incident, dozens of students and
campus police were injured and a
total of 150 people arrested during
two p re-da-wn raids of a shantytown
built on the University of California
campus in Berkeley.
"The police were extremely
brutal," said John Hurley, a
Berkeley junior. "A lot of my friends
got their faces cut by police slamm-
ing them down on the pavement," he
said of the first of two violent
Previously a mannered, business-
like protest movement, the anti-aparthe- id
demonstrations of two
weeks ago more closely resembled
the heated, tense fracases of the six-
ties, when campus opinion was
polarized and opposing groups stop-
ped speaking to each other.
While anti-aparthe- id protests
abruptly erupted on scores of cam-
puses last April, they were unoppos-
ed by other students, administrators
and local officials. Last spring, for
example, several municipal judges
refused to preside at the trials of
students arrested during protests of
the university's investments in
firms that do business in segrega-
tionist South Africa.
This year, campus police con
All you have to do is march
yourself down to your campus
microcomputer center before May
15th and spend five fun-pack- ed
minutes letting us demonstrate how
a Macintosh computer can make
life much more pleasant for you.
In return, well enter your name
into a drawing where one very
lucky person on campus will win the
grand prize of five hundred dollars.
That's $500. Cash. American To
ducted a one a.m. raid on a "shanty
town" built to symbolize the plight of
South Africa's black citizens, tear-
ing down the structures and
uprooting some 200 students camp-
ing in the area.
The plywood and cardboard struc-
tures were a fire hazard, declared
Chancellor Ira Hey man, who said
protestors were "inviting force."
"People barricaded themselves
inside the shanties," Hurley re-
counted. "They wrapped their arms
around stuff, and just held on."
Other students, wanting to avoid
arrest, left the shanties, but then
laid down in front of the busses
brought in to cart off their com-
patriots. Sixty-on-e students were ar-
rested that night for refusing to
Apple puts the
imback into student
demonstrations.
spend on your education, or some-
thing really worthwhile.
And, for those of you with the
average amount of luck, there are
free Apple painters caps for every-
one who comes in and learns how
a Macintosh can help
you work better, fester,
and smarter.
Its one demonstra
tion that could
change your life. L
ED
No purchase necessary to become differ prmeactparfk Winners need
not be present to urn. Oddsdepend on the number ofentries at each location; allpro tilfhemiurded Let reprize winners ol)tmnedh)enaiite selfaddressed
envelope to GaryH Reynolds &Assoaaks.lnt.. 16535 W Bluemound Hand. Brooked, VI 53005. OmfHaer. I,k Ar& and tbe km are
reared trademarks ofApple Gompvter.inc StacmkA is a trademark ofMchHutb Labrakr: Inc. and abeiHgiaed nHb exwm permissiokikwt deUak
crid&ttjourcampwmkToamputer center
leave the shanties.
Violence continued on Friday,
when police efforts to remove the
rebuilt protest encampment
resulted in an egg, bottle and rock
throwing riot that left 20 students
and police injured and 90 protestors
arrested.
Nationwide, such protests seemed
to peak during the last week of
March and first week of April, dubb--
ea ine national weeks of Action by
ue American committee on Africa.
At Cornell, students occupied the
president's office, unfurling a ban-
ner proclaiming the start of the two
weeks of action. At Penn, about 120
students marched across campus
carrying coffins draped in black to
honor the South African blacks kill-
ed in Sharpeville while protesting
"pass laws" in 1960. University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, apar-
theid protestors found themselves in
a tense standoff with the College
Republicans and the Students for
America, who built a "Berlin Wall"
behind the shanties erected on the
campus green.
The wall, made of wood draped in
sheets and wound with chicken wire,
is a counter protest, explained stu-
dent William Peaslee, a College
Republican. "We built the wall to,(1). make a statement against the
liberal hypocrisy that only concen-
trates on one country while other
countries are far worse, and, (2), to
protest the defacement of the
university (by the anti-aparthe- id
orotestos). he saJi.
:
The conservative students
originally asked the university
chancellor to order the shanties
removed. "People here wish both
the wall and the shanty down,"
Peaslee said. "And we agree. We
want a policy of no protests on theQuad."
The apartheid protestors,
however, figure their shantytown
sit-in- s is their last available option
for forcing UNC officials to sell stock
in companies with South African
operations.
, "We've done everything else,"
says Margurite Arnold of UNC's
Anti-Aparthe- id Support Group.
"We've been before the board. Our
resolution (supporting divestment)
passed a student referendum by 5-2- ."
Penn State anti-aparthe- id pro-
testors met not conservative counter
protestors, but a racist poster cam-
paign.
"Don't tread on me, Blackie,"
read one poster found tacked on
school buildings and bulletin boards.
"They (the posters) encouraged
students to bring axes and
sledgehammers to tear down our
shanties," says Lawrence Patrick of
Penn State's Black Caucus.
Says Republican Peaslee: "I think
most college campuses are this way-- -
About two percent of the students
are interested in issues. One percent
are conservative and one percent
are liberal... The rest don't care."
TDtare is atrcottCtar choice.
Pursue a Career and the Liberal Arts.
Penn's Master of Arts and Professional Studies Program offers you an
unusual opportunity to obtain a Master ofArts degree in a humanitie
or social science discipline cimbined with professional studies and
an internship in the business, government, tr non-prof- it sectors
leading to a career in as little as 18 months.
For information, complete the coupon and return it to:
Nancy Overholt, Program Ctxirdinator
Master of Arts and Professional Studies Program
School ofArts and Sciences
2 10 Logan Hall sasa? (
fn i uiueipn la, m iv iih am vni v.ksh r oj rLjvsisiL vani
Please send m mora information about the Master of Arts and Profession
Studies Program.
Name ; 1
Address :
city :
Area of Academic interest
.State. .Zip.
5
96
Theology discussed in monetary terms
CPS
A blind theology student can use
state, money for tuition without
violating the U.S. Constitution, the
U.S. Supreme Court has ruled.
Secretary of Education William
Bennet claims the decision furthers
his plans to allow parents to use
public money to send children to
religious or other private schools.
Civil rights watch dogs, on the other
hand, say the court worded its deci-
sion in a way that will leave intact
the effective separation of church
and state.
In question was whether the
Washington Department of Services
for the Blind could aid Larry Wit-
ters, who wanted to use assistance
money to attend a theology school.
Washington's vocational program
for the blind awards money directly
to students, who are free to choose
their courses. Since the state didn't
require Witters to use the money for
religious instruction, his choice
wasn't "a state endorsement of
religion," the court ruled.
In praising the decision, Bennett
said the ruling supported his pro-
posal to create education vouchers,
which students can use to attend any
school.
.
Now, the government awards
money directly to schools, wnicn
uses it to educate whomever shows
up for classes. Under the voucher!
system-whi- ch critics say would get
the government into the business ox
supporting church schools-stude- nts
who didn't want to go to public
schools could "pay for private in-
struction by using "vouchers."
Though the court decided state aid to
Witters wasn't a "direct subsidy" to
a religious school, it sent the case
;back to the Washington Supreme
Court to decide if it is "an excessive
government entaglement with
religion.
The Amerclan Civil Liberties
Union, though unhappy about the
decision, downplayed its repercus-
sions.
"Though we'd like to see that
federal funds aren't used for
religious education, period, this rul-
ing will have only limited effects,"
said ACLU spokesperson Charles
Sims. "The decision was meant to
apply to a higher education situation
in which funds were intended to
reach broadly and weren't specified
for religious education. So the court
only created a small situation in
which government money can be us-
ed (for religious purposes).
"It's not a situation that can
swallow the general rule(prohibiting government support of
religion.)"
The ACLU may not involve itself
when the Witters' case returns to the
state supreme court, Sims said.
Other colleges have been busy
grappling with religious issues in re-
cent weeks, too. Texas state shools
now are awaiting a state attornev
general's ruling whether it can offer
students bible courses taught by
teachers who are oaid bv nrivate
church groups, not by the
And last week, the University of
Southern California decided to
delete an allusion to Jesus Christ
from its diplomas. The words "Our
Lord" will be edited from the phrase
"The Year of Our Lord" on all
diplomas, primarily to satisfy the
sensitivities of Jewish and other
students who don't accept the Chris-
tian theology.
But convocation Chairman Dr.
Gerald Fleisher said the deletion
hasn't calmed the controversy com-
pletely. "They say the date is still a
Christian date. You can't escape the
implication of A.D., or Anno Domini
( meaning 'year of our lord' in
IConqratuCate The Graduate
With A Gift ThatWilt Last A Lifetime
43co&&to?te I
--A BOOKSTORE. AND MORE!!!"
The College of Woostcr
Woosttr)ohl
I-
- Douglas Lytle, editor of the USC
vauy iTojan, adds, "some people
suggested substituting 'the' for
'OUT.' SO the dioloma reads th m.
Of the Lord ' That wit nnni on
think of whatever lord they want
to."
Jackson
in conference
Catherine Jackson, currently a
senior at The College of Wooster,
will present "The Effects of Com-
puter Generated Results on the Ac-
ceptance of Bogus Personality
Assessments" Saturday, April 28, at
the Western Pennsylvania
Undergraduate Psychology Con
ference at Westminster College.
Some 120 students from 17 colleges
and universities in Pennsylvania,
Ohio and New York will participate
in the conference which includes 60
research papers prepared in conjunction with course work, indepen-
dent studies, or honors.
Jackson's presentation is based on
her senior independent study thesis
which compares the differences in
levels of acceptance between com
mute rixed versus traditional
psychological assessment pro
cedures.
FAIRLEIGH
DiciansonUNIVERSITY
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(and Earn College Credits)
Students from over 200
colleges and universities
throughout the United States
have experienced England at
Wroxton College. Wroxton is a
college of Fairleigh Dickinson
University. New Jersey's quality,
comprehensive private
university.
The Wroxton campus is
located in central England, less
than two hours north of London.
The experience is exceptionally
British a British faculty and a
diverse curriculum
encompassing British literature,
history, government, economics ' '
and art. Traditional British-styl- e
tutorials and seminars are
taught by outstanding English
scholars. Outside the classroom,
you'll enjoy the Royal
Shakespeare Theatre and
three-da- y weekends with
mm
guided tours. There also is time
lor you to see more of Europe
during your stay.
Formerly part of Trinity
College of Oxford University.
Wroxton College was once the
home of Lord North. British
prune minister during the
American Revolution The
1 c
College has been fully
renovated for classroom and
on-camp-us dormitories.
.
FDU courses at Wroxton
College are accepted for full
academic credit at most VS. '--'
colleges and universities. We
will provide you with the
information your academic "
adviser needs to determine
course equivalency at your
college.
Tuition and room andboard fees at Wroxton are no
more than standard university
charges. Your only additional
cost may be travel. We will
help you in making the
necessary arrangements. '
. FDU's Wroxton College will
be an educational experience
you'll never forget For more
informatioa complete this
coupon or call 201-460-51- 73.
c
Clip and mall today to: Office ol Ovrseai Program.
Falrtelgh Diclanion UnrtnttT
155 Montrocs Avenue. Rutherford. New Jersey 07070
Please send me more information about FDU'i Wroxton College.
I'm interested in: graduate studies undergraduate studies
I would be interested in attending the following semester:
Spring "86 Summer '86 Fall '86
Name
Address
City
2 C
State
3 1 a c
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Judicial Board and Campus Council Fee
Dean's Hearing Reports Allocations for 1986-8- 7
"The Scot's Key" states that at the
end of each semester an anonymous
summary of Judicial Board and
Dean's Hearings be published in The
Voice. Below are listed the formal
charges of Semester EI, 1985-8- 6.
On December 31. 1985, a first year
woman was charged with violating
the Preamble and Section VI of the
Code of Social Responsibility of
"The Scot's Key." A panel of the
Dean of Students staff members who
heard the case on January 21, 1988,
found her guilty of both violations.
Her sanctions were Conduct Proba-
tion and an appointment with an ap-
propriate person.
On January 15, 1988, two first year
women were charged with violating
the Preamble and Section V of The
Code of Social Responsibility. The
Judicial Board heard the case onJanuary 22, 1986 and found both
women not guilty of either charge.
On January 20, 1986, a senior man
was charged with violating the
Preamble and Section VI of The
Code of Social Responsibility. The
case was contested and the Dean of
students placed him on Conduct
The study, released last week by
asst. Prof. Sharaf Rehman of West
Texas State, found that after view
ing music videos for awhile,
students became less capable of
perceiving increasing levels of
violence in the videos. Rehman also
found students tend to excuse
violence in videos done by per-
formers they like, and that women
students in his study tended to view
themselves as victims of violence.
They're not the only ones disturb
ed. A growing body of scholarly
research seems to be supporting
contentions that music videos often
are unduly violent or sexual.
"I think the coupling of violence
and sexual imagery is troubling,"
University of Georgia media resear
cher Joseph Dominick maintains.
Dominiek and colleague Barry Sher-
man recently studied 165 "concept"
music videos shown on MTV and two
other stations that feature music
videos, WNBC and WTBS, and found
about 55 percent of the videos
featured at least one violent episode.
The musical carnage ranks second
only to prime-tim- e network televi
sion, during which 60 percent of the
shows feature at least one incident of
violence.
While Dominick has no scientific
measure of how popular music
videos are among college students,
he believes they are "big on campus
from my casual analysis. You may
be teaching a young, impressionable
audience that the two things (sex
On February 27, 1986, four men(two first year students, one second
year student, and one third year stu-
dent) were charged with violating
the Preamble and Section VIII, Part
A, of The Code of Social Resposibili--
ty. On March 5. 1988, the Judicial
Board heard the case and found all
individuals not guilty of both
charges.
On February 27, 1986, a first year
man was charged with violating the
Preamble; Section III, Part A, 2a
and 2b; Section VIII, Part A of The
Code of Social Resposibility. A panel
of the Dean of Students Staff
members heard the case on April 1.
1986. They found him guilty of
violating the Preamble and Section
vm. Part A; and not guilty of
violating Section III, A, 2a and 2b.
He was placed on Conduct Probation
and required to meet with the ap-
propriate persons.
On Ifarch 3, 1986, a first year man
was charged with violating the
Preamble; Section III Part A, 2a
and 2b; Section VII, Parts A and B;
and Section VIII, Part A of The Code
of Social Responsibility. The
Judicial Board heard the case and
found him guilty of all charges. His
sanctions were a work penalty and
an appointment with the appropriate
person.
and violence) go together," he says.
The Georgia and West Texas
studies confirmed other observers'
discomfort."My tolerance level
lasts 10 to 15 minutes because of the
way they portray violence and
women as sex objects," says Judy
Byrd of the Sisters of Justice in Can-
ton, Ohio, about videos.
Dominick and Sherman contend
"in many cases, women were
presented as upper-clas- s sex objects
for lower-clas- s males with visions of
upward mobility." They determined
social status from clothes, jewlery
and cars in the shows.
"We are making inferences, but I
Stone to give lecture
Andrea Stone, professor of Art
History at the University of Wiscon
sin. will address "Recent
discoveries from a Painted Maya
cave: wai Tumch. Guatemala
Tuesday, April 29. at The College of
w ooster.
Her address, scheduled for 8 p.m
in Wishart Hall's Lean Lecture
itoom. is open to the public without
charge.
Stone earned her master's and
doctoral degrees in art history from
the University of Texas. Her
specialties are maya writing and
hieroglyphics.
Her address is in conjunction with
the annual Archaeological Institute
of America lecture.
On April 3. 1986. a first year man Campus Council
was charged with violating theJPreamble and Section VI of The?
Code of Social Responsibility. The JJudicial Board heard the case on
April 16, 1988, and found him not guil--
Hr nf hnth rhir0i
On February 27, 1986, a secondyear man was charged with
violating the Preamble and Section
vm. Part A of The Code of Social JResponsibility. A panel of Dean of Z
Students staff members will heard
the case on April 22, 1986. and sane- -
tions will be announced pending the J
Prof says that videos desensitize
students to violence
(CPS) Music videos can desen-
sitize college students to violence, a
survey of 700 midwestern collegians
has found.
12 1 S M E A HR E E R H A R DJE Nii"?IN jM o11s "avers "batDL"AQNT "toneSERJAILS" PEN DS
"E R JS I JflfaTs pbh "press eTs
s (h e d "peace lasol "b la d e doge r m oos e ttt o g e
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Puzzle Answer
Honoraria
Scholarship
Operating Expenses
Voice Editor
Voice Staff
Judicial Board Secretary
Campus Council Secretary
Judicial Board
Non-programmi- ng
m
subtotalApru.B il,3, 1988,CdM. Ja second year man --
was charged with violating the!
tSlffffK SSftaS J Black Students' AssociationResponsibility. The case was un- -SSSttftSSSfigSSS ?B1"k WO"""'' Org.nlz.Uon
until the end nfSom t iom ?v.i , imrvi.
$ 4,400
300
$ 600
1,000
200
'200
120
I 6,760
6,445
780
Environmental Concerns of Students 295
International Students' Association 2,805
Jewish Students' Association 1,355
jNewman Catholic Student Association 670
Pubications Committee (Voice) 8,500
Student Activities Board 39,460
student Government Association 15,400
uunx tney are vaua inferences,
Dominick says, noting Billy Joel's Women's Resource Center
"Uptown Girl" and Bruce Springs- -
teen's "I'm on Fire" as examples of T
aspiring males as seducing rich 2w ooster Christian Fellowshipfemales.
"I think there is some validity to Wooster Community Action
the survey's point," says Bill Chap-- ,
man, director of creative services 1
doesn't show videos showing "ex-
cessive violence or degrading sex.
"I would never run a picture of so-
meone shooting someone else," he
says, adding his channel must meet
FCC rules.
2,606
526
3.198
88,800
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwH
Qvcsry Occ ay
Westminster Presbyterian Church
"the congregation-in-residenc- e on campus"
Barbara Dua, Minister
The Church House
Campus Extension: 2398
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Sports
By Will Porter
The women's softball team is off to
a sluggish start Their 3--7 record,
however, does not reflect the quality
that this very young team possesses.
The Scotties are captained by senior
second baseman Dina Dajani andjunior first baseman Karen Johnson.
The two co-captai- ns represent the
only players of their class on the
team. Six sophomores and two
freshmen round out the rest of the
squad.
First year coach Bill Skelly is en-
couraged by the youth of his team
and the strong performances
against better teams. Against
regionally ranketh Muskingum the
Scotties lost the first game 0--3 as
well as the late game 0-1-1. Against a
strong Hiram team the Scotties lost
two tough games, 3--4 and 5-- 7. In
games against Division III Ashland
the Scotties again lost the first game
2-- 6 and the second 0--6.
The teams first win came in yet
another dose game against Cedar-vill-e
5-- 4 at home. The Scotties then
lost the late game 3-1- 0. On a cold and
windy day the Wooster Scotties
played a much underated Otterbein
squad. In the first game sophomore
pitcher Shelly Voigt went all the way
to earn the team its second victory.
In the first inning all of Woosters
runs came in. Both Dina Dajani and
Karen Johnson scored to provide the
team with the winning runs in a 2--0
finish, in which Voigt allowed only
two bits.
In the second game pitcher Meg
Anfang looked strong through the
opening innings. With help coming
early on from third baseman Sue
HoDingshead who picked off a sharp
grounder down the third base line
and quickly threw it to first for the
out. In the second inning Otterbein
two runs with strong bitting andJoteads-u- p base running. With a per-
son on second, a looping fly ball to
left that looked like it would drop
was caught with most of the ball
, il " h J
The Women's Softball team.
From Left to Right: (back row) Coach Bill Skelly, Karen Johnson.
Shelly Voight Sue Hollingshead. Ifeg Anfang, Pam Horton, Merer
Garland, (front row J colleen Banks, ceunaa Brandt Dina DuanL pat--
ti Powers, Donel Hartswick, Lynn NeaL Photo courtesy of News
Softball suffers sluggish
start
hanging out of the mtt. Wooster was
still scoreless and Otterbein extend-
ed its lead to 0--4 when in the fifth in-
ning, with two out a grounder too
short ended up starting the rally
when the throw drew, the first
baseman off the bag, or so the um-
pire called it. In the following inning
the Scotties began to mount their
comeback. Meg Anfang was replac-
ed by Shelly Voigt who allowed only
one moer run to come across as the
Scotties proceeded to bring in six
runs with the winning runs coming
across in the final inning to finish the
game 8--5 and raised their record to
3--7.
The strong defense that was key to
these two victories has been consis-
tent up to now. back boning the
defense is junior first baseman
Karen Johnson who has totaled 47
with 5 assists and no errorsSiut-ou- ts
or a perfect fielding percentage to
go along with a .500 batting average.
Coach Skelly feels that the fielding is
as good as it comes and with a team
average .027 fielding percentage
he's probably right However, the
teams batting average of .231 puts
slot of pressure on the fielding to
keep the game close so that when the
runs come across they'll be game
winners.
Coach Skelly is optimistic for the
rest of the season and hopes to finish
the season at .500 or above. This is
an honest prediction considering the
youth of the team. Besides the two
co-capta- ins the rooster reads as
follows: Meg Anfang, Donel Hart-
swick, Sue Hollingshead, Pam Hor-
ton, Lynn NeaL Patti Powers and
Shelly Voigt are the sophomores
with Colleen Banks and Celinda
Brandt playing their freshman year.
With such a limited number of
players to work with the fear of in-
quiry is very real and if the strong
showing against Otterbein is a
precursor of things to come the
modest speculation of a .500 record
will come to be,- -
scheduled 4 game series against the
CWBU Spartans over the weekend.
In the series, the Scots needed to see
some strong end --of --came pitching:.
which they had been lacking in
previous outings.
They got this pitching, as well as
some rain, which they did not want
The games on the 19th went off as
planned, but the games on the 20th
had to be cancelled.
The first came saw Junior Bob
Piscetta pitch 7 very strong innings.
He struck out 6, while giving up only
4 hits, 3 bases on balls, and 2 earned
runs. The Spartans spartan run total
of two came off a home run in the
sixth with a man on. The Scots
scored four runs in the first inning
off 3 walks, a sacrifice fly by DM.
Dave Kessler, and a home
left fielder Buss Miller.
The second inning saw 19 Scot st
oats, 13 runs scored on il nits, ana
two pitching changes by Case. Home
runs were hit by catcher
Howard. Kessler. Miller, right
fielder Dave Peterjohn, and third
baseman Rick Sforzo. In the third,
Wooster scored three more when
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Baseball teams win big
Sforzo named player of the weed
By Bob Murphy
The college of Wooster Baseball game for Wooster.
team had two big wins this last!
weekend against Case Western
Reserve University. 21-- 2 and 1S--3
This raised their season record to 23--1
7, pending the outcome of a game
played yesterday. In addition, third
oaseman Kick Sforso was named
North Coast Athletic Conference
Playerof the Week.
After losing a touch came in 10 in
nings to Malone College, 5--4, on the
17th, the scots were anxious for a
Pitching the second game for the
Scots was Mike Hatfield, who raised
his record to 5--0, going the distance
in an 18--3 win. He struck out 4 and
walked 7. The Scots started off with 5
runs on 4 hits in the first innings,
with Sforxo.Xessler, Miller, and first
baseman Mike O'Brian knocking in
those runs off 3 doubles and a single.
In the second, Sforzo hit a homer
with third baseman Pete Meyer on a
base to raise the score to 7-- 1.
The third inning saw 10 batters
come to the plate, driving in 7 runs
on 5 hits. Though there were no
home runs, walks and base hits just
kept coming for the Scots, with
Kessler being the only one to get an
extra-base- r, off an error by the
CWBU third baseman. The Scots
ended the same by scoring four runs
in the sixth off of 5 hits. Again, it was
not power-hittin- g that did it but
rather a string of singles and walks.
case western's only runs came in
the first inning, off a lone home run.
and in the fifth, where two were pro
duced on 3 walks and a base bit.
Sforso led the Scots with 5RBIs.
followed by Kessler with 3.
It was unfortunate that games
were not played on the 20th, as the
Scots stood a good chance of gaming
run by two more wins, xne scots bad some
(very strong hitting that weekend, led
Iby Sforso. and it seems as if the pit
ching staff has gotten back the late--
inning discipline it needs to finish
Kevin Karnes without last minute excite
ment
Coach Tim Pettorini is looking for
ward to a strong finish for the
......... I far- - to Vuii 14 rrnlnir "
Sforzo hit a home run with two on ie says of the teams' recent play. He
base. The Scots picked up one more 'eels they can get back on top of the
run in the fifth when first baseman CAC with continued hard work. "If
Bruce Bennedict drove in Sforzo, ire play like we're capeable of, we
ttS&SSSS&tSS, Continued on Pie 12
Tad Mason follows through on a perfect swing. Photo courtesy of News
Services -
r
J '
Rick Sforzo has been named an
NCAC outstanding player is
baseball. '
College of Wooster third baseman
Rick Sforzo has been named North
Coast Athletic Conference Player ci
the Week after four sensationalgames. The Junior tri)eaptain batted
.667 (14-1-2) for the week to raise lis
season average to .532. He also tit
four home runs and drove in 15 while
raising bis slugging percentage to
1.027. oaring a weexena
doubleheader against Case Western
Reserve, he collected nine con-
secutive base hits and stole four
bases.
Men's Golf continues rolling season
Sforzo was named NCAC Player of
the Year in 1985, leads the con-
ference in batting, runs batted in(57), triples (4) and stolen bases
(12).- -
Wooster won three of its four
games last week to raise its record
to 27-- 7 overall. .
By Edward VanHalen
This natt weekend the Men's Golf
team made a trip out to State Col
lege, Pennsylvania to play in me wu-tan- y
Invitational. The golfers con
tinned their no and down season with
a poor finish at Penn State. Here
they finished in 16th place out of 24
teams in ine tournament won oy
Temple University.
Denrite nerfect weather, the team
did not play well at alL The lack of
quality practice weather the
mmHwii wk seemed ta bother the
golfers as they played sloppily.
Again the team was led by Mike
comns, wno urea -- t iar m
totaL Charlie Hutchinson fouowea
with a 153 total to help pace Wooster.
Despite the high scores posted by
the rest of the team. Coach Bob Nye '
was not upset by their performance.
Nye stated, We entered into ttis
tournament trying to worx on cer-
tain aspects of our game. We were
sueessful in that we made prorress
towards our individual ball strizg
goals."
Collins also made the comment '
"We were playing on a long course
-- Continued on Pare 12
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My Perspective Fondest memories of college
By David Dean
Another sports season at The College of Wooster
draws to a close and for some it may be the last time
they will ever compete on a team and for others it is just
beginning of a truly wonderful experience. However, for
others they will go through fours years at The College of
Wooster without ever getting involved in any activity or
sport. When I asked a senior what one thing he would do
if he could do it all over again he replied, "I would have
gotten involved on a sport or some campus activity. I'm
going to graduate from Wooster and all I have to show
for it is my grades. Thats pretty sad."
I can remember my first few days as freshman as if
they were just yesterday. After my parents left, the
bags unpacked and I met the guys on my floor the im-
mediate association with groups started among my
fellow freshman. I can remember wandering aimlessly
about the campus hoping to meet someone I talked to at
a conference or special program. After about two days
of solitare confinement I met the guys on the cross coun-
try team. Instant friendship was a sucess and from that
point onward I always felt a part of something at col-
lege.
You may be asking yourself what my freshman ex-
perience is all about and in what context should this col-
umn be taken. Quite simply put. Get involved and be a
part of a team. This sounds like a sales pitch for the
Marines but the concept and idea is very similiar. On a
campus as small as our it is very easy for an individual
to shut up into his-h- er own little world. I have seen more
talented freshman as well as upperclassmen who waste
good talent on the side-lin- es of participation.
On the flip side of the coin, I have known the joys and
true bonds of friendship that come from being a part of a
team whether it wins or loses. When I see the women on
the field hockey team rejoice over a well-deserv- ed vic-
tory over rival Denison or the men's cross country team
elated over a regional bid I wonder why more people
don't get involved in that great feeling.
If there is one thing I want to leave the campus as the
sports editor is the following. "Make next year, the year
you really get involved in some sort of campus event.
Don't let other create history for you - create your own
history. Some of the fondest memories others can
remember are those that were made outside of the
clasroom.
On behalf of the sports staff of The Wooster Voice we
wish the very best of luck to all the spring sports as they
advance to NCAC Conference action.
Women's Athletic Association finishes
busy year
By Karen Johnson
The Women's Athletic Association
has finished another busy year of ac-
tivities and events. This year,
WJLA.ran an intramural volleyball
program as well as two sessions of
aerobics. A Women's Week recep-
tion and a speaker on nutrition were
sponsored. Two parties open to all
women were held at Ichabod's. The
fund raising activity for the W.A.A.
was working in the concession
stands during the men's basketball
games. The W.A.A. also completed
several projects in support of
women's varsity athletics. Three
newsletters highlighting the ac-
complishments of women's teams
were sent out this year. Signs were
in front of Lowry to advertise allEutome games. W.A.A. .also con-
tributed money for the spring trips
of women's teams. In addition, the
award system for athletes was revis-
ed this year, which now equally
recognizes women athletes.
The W.A.A.'s year culminated in
the annual recognition banquet
honoring varsity women athletes
held at the Barn Restaurant on April
13. The speaker was Kim Jordan,
coach of Case Western Reserve
University's women's basketball
team and former Ohio State Univer-
sity and professional women's
basketball player. She gave an in-
teresting and humorous comparison
between playing at a Division I
school and coaching at a Division in
school. A slide presentation honor-
ing the senior athletes was shown.
Plaques were given to all athletes
who had qualified for National com-
petition from field hockey, swimm-
ing, cross country, and track. The
Maria Sexton Award, which
recognises the senior woman who
has shown qualities oi adaptability,
eonseientiosness. responsibility, and
resolution through her work in
W.A.A., was presented to Kate
DaHey. The Outstanding Senior
Woman Athlete Award, based on
qualities of skill, sportspersonship,
enthusiasm, integrity, team play,
and courtesy, was given to Tammy
Allen.
Elections were held recently for
next year's officers. These new of-
ficers are: President, Karen
Johnson; Vice President, Sue Holl-ingshea- d;
Treasurer, Carolyn Cunn-
ingham; and Secretary, Betsy Bar-
rett. We would like to encourage all
women to become involved with
W.A.A. Any new ideas and sugges-
tions are encouraged. Thanks to all
who helped out with W.A-- A. this
year, and good luck to next year's
Track teams to hold Invitational
Eight teams, including four from
the North Coast Athletic Conference,
will converge on Severance Stadium
April 28th for the third annual
Wooster Track and Field Invita-
tional.
Men's and Women's teams from
Allegheny, Case Western Reserve,
Oberlin and Wooster will be joined
by men's teams from Ohio Northern
and Westminster.
Wooster, despite losing to Oberlin
April 16th, is the favorite in the
women's meet. The Scotties stiffest
challenge should come from
Allegheny College. Individually ,-Wo- oster
s Stephanie Kazmierski
and Holly Halterman will be among
the favorites in the hurdles and
sprints, while Univer Bukhala is a
favorite in the long jump and triplejump. Allegheny's Jennifer Shaver
and Christine Dudeck are favored in
the middle distance and distance
events along with Oberlin's Sarah
Cox and Wooster's Linda Stevenson
and Katie Keller. Allegheny's San-
dra Starr is one of the top per-
formers in the shot put and discus,
while Carta McMillian of Oberlin
should do well in the sprints.
In the men's competition, Case
Western Reserve will battle Wooster
for the top spot, but Ohio Northern is
also expected to offer a serious
challenge.
Wooster is led by John Taylor and
Ken Jones in the hurdles and Terry
Carter and Don Dennis in the
sprints. In addition Wooster is led by
Bob Jones and Dave Dean in the
middle distances and Paul Fleming
and Todd Fact in the - distance
events.In the field events its Tony
Adams and Rich Carmel who are ex-
pected to well in the throwing
events.
Case Western Reserve is led by
distance runner Ed Menis along with
Simon Chan in the long lump and tri-
ple jump. Bob McCarthy and Gary
Tressler in the middle distance
events and Erwin Grabisna in the
shot put and discus. Oberlin will rely
on sprinter George Smith and
distance runner Nick Marshall.
Continued on Page 12
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"Whenever you fed like
smokln' a cigarette. Instead of
strlkln' up a match, strike up
the band-t- he 'Larry Hagman
Special Stop Smokln' Wrist
Snappln' Red Rubber Band.'
Get one free from your
American Cancer Society."
AMERICAN
CANCEL
SOCIETY
Intramurals set
to go
Sports Services
The Intramural season for the Spr-
ing of 1988 is now getting underway.
The Winter season provided some
great competition. The Basketball
season culminated with two new
champions. In the B league, the
Faculty prevailed over the team
from Crandall in the final. The
Faculty finished the season with an
unblemished record of 10--0.
Over in the A-Leag- ue, the final
brought together two of the stronger
teams in the league. However, team
work prevailed and the Delta came
out the victors. Competition
throughout the entire year was ex-
tremely stiff.
For the Spring, the department is
now. in the planning stages of a Soft-
ball League, Billiards Tournament,
Bowling League, and Golf Tourna-
ment. We hope that with the warm
weather, participation will be good.
So, come out and catch Spring
Feaver Intramural style.
The Department would like to
thank those who faithfully par-
ticipated so far this year. Any ques-
tions, do not hesitate to call the
department.
NORTH
COAST
ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE
G
In
ft
For the
graduate.
ive the classic
graduation gift.
Sure to give a
lifetime of
writing
pleasure.
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Kilty Belt maneuvers another smooth play over Earlham. Photo
courtesy of News Services
Lacrosse gears for stretch
The College of Wooster women's
lacrosse team can control its own
destiny as it meets four North Coast
Athletic Conference opponents m tne
next 10 days. The Scotties, who are
still tied for the top spot in the NCAC
with a record of 3-- 1, travel to Oberlin
College April 23 and Kenyon College
April 28 before returning home to
host Denison University April 30 and
Ohio Wesyelan May 2nd. If Wooster
wins the NCAC. it should receive an
NCAA post-seas- on playoff bid.
The Scotties are led by senior at
tacker Betty Title, who has 36 goals
and 10 assists for an average of 5.7
points per game. She is joined by
freshman Kilty Belt, who has 21
goals and 14 assists, and her sister
Aggie, a junior witn is goals ana nve
assists. The defense is anchored byjunior Lisa Blackadar and
sophomore goalie Sarah Heath, who
has a save percentage of .530.
. Wooster is 5--3 overall following its
ir--7 victory against Ohio Wesyelan
University last week.
Ncatfoneil Sporfscene
By Roger Gordon
The New York Hets in the playoffs
the last two years. Right? Wrong.
The Mets DID finish in second place
in the National League's Eastern
division in 1984 and 1985, but they
would have been in post-seaso-n play
if "wild-card- " teams, or teams that
finish less than first place, were
allowed into the playoffs.
An interesting topic of conversa
tion that I have run across in the
past few years is talk of wild-car- d
teams in baseball. Football sends
four wild-car-d teams to the playoffs
each year-- two from each con
ference. That should be the limit.
Basketball and hockey each send
TWELVE wild-car- d teams to the
playoffs each yea-r- six from each
conference.
So. why not baseball? Why doesn't
America's pastime include one or
two(if not more) wild-car- d teams
from each league for the playoffs?
More playoff games means more
fans, which, in turn, means more
Rmoney.
I ' 1 A. 1 1x uuii. uie. reason major leaguebaseball doesn't bother with awar-
ding these less-than-first-pla- ce
teams a shot at the world Series is
because the sport of baseball is look-
ed upon as just tha- t- America's
pastime. In baseball, only the great
teams(most of the time) can win the
big on-e- simply because a cham-
pionship team must beat out five or
six other teams(instead of one or
two) to win its division. And a team
must win Its division to. go to the
playoffs, and, in turn, win the World
In baseball, it's an honor to make
the playoffs, whereas in basketball
and hockey "making the playoffs" is
about as common as Christmas.
; Ex-
citing endings in sports. Is there
anything in the world(with a few ex-
ceptions) more exciting than, you
guessed it, exciting finishes in spor-
ting events? Not necessarily upsets,
but plain, 'ole exciting endings.
Three weeks ago , in Philadelphia,
hated Boston came to town with a 14--
winning streak. The Celticsf'ameed, 94-9-2, with about ten seconds re-
maining. Worse yet for Philly,
Larry Bird, the NBA's top free-thro- w
shooter at the time, was stan-
ding at the line with a chance to win
the game if he made both. The first
on-e- in and out; the second on - in
and out. After a jump ball at the
Philadelphia end. Doctor J. nailed a
three-point- er at the buzzer for a one-poi- nt
Sixer win.
How about in 1983, when North
Carolina State upset Houston in the
NCAA finals,. 54-5-2, when Lorenzo
Charles put in Derek Whittington's
desperation 30-fo- ot air ball at the
buzzer?
Or, for you people with good
memories, how about the 1976
American League championship
series, when Yankee Chris
Chambliss bit that dramatic ninth-inni- ng
homer in the fifth and
deciding game at Yankee Stadium, --
which knocked the Royals from the
playoffs?
continued on Page 12
By Roger Gordon
The women's tennis team has seen
a season of great improvement, hav-
ing posted an 8--5 record as of
Wednesday. "Lately, we're playing
very well; they've(the players) im-
proved immensely," exclaims first-ye- ar
coach Mary Beth Skelly.
The women began the season by
posting an impressive 5-- 2 mark on
its annual southern spring trip in
March. Included were victories
over Eckerd College (Florida) and
the university of Tampa, both Divi-
sion n schools.
Upon arrival back, the Scotties
bowed to an extremely tough Ke-
nyon squad but came back to blow
away Division I Cleveland St t--0
three days later.
The team then visited Denison to
compete in the Great Lakes Col
leges Association tournament. The
Scotties placed a respect Die nrtn in
a field of eight, and only three points
separated COW from the third-pla- ce
finisher. It was the best glca tour
nament finish in many years.
A loss to rugged Denison did not
discourage the netters, ior tney
came back and walloped Case
Western. 8--1. Allegheny proved to be
another tough stumbling block for
the scotties. winning 4--4. Ana. Mon
day, the team defeated the Universi
ty of Akron(Division I) by the same
score.
Individually,
number one singles
Kirsten Patton is an impressive 15--1;
number two Kam Su-Shui- n, 13-- 3;
number three Jodi Turley,12-5- ;
number four Melissa Forker, 6--8;
number five Jennifer Lister, 8--8;
and number six Suzie Watson, 5-1- 1.
The number one doubles tandem of
Su-Shuin-Li- ster is 11--5 and number
two doubles Patton-Turle- y is a
strong 16--2. Coach Skelly hasn't
found that "formula" for third
doubles as of yet.
Looking ahead to the conference
tournament is exactly what the
t i
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Women's tennis at 0-- 5
Men's tennis continues season
coach doesn't want her players to
do. "We can't overlook our next two
matches(Ohio Wesleyan yesterday
and Oberlin)" she says, because she
wants the team to have as much con-
fidence possible going into the tour-
nament the weekend of May 2 and 3
at Oberlin. Skelly feels her team will
fare well at Oberlin, and she also
thinks it will be a very good field. "I
think it's going to be one of the best
conference tournaments they've had
because everyone is so tight"
Let's hope the women continue
their sueeess and congratulations.
to coach Skelly for a job well done in
her first year "on the job."
The men's tennis team has
survive- d- survived the end of the
"Bob Savitt Era" in Coach Hayden
Schilling's words. After SavitU'Sl
'85), a two-tim- e Ail-Americ- an for the
Scots in '83 and '84, graduated last
spring, Schilling, in his seventh year
as boss, was a little weary before the
season started.
But, Schilling has put together a
team that has truly played just like
tha-t- a team. When the Scots have
won this year, everyone won for the
most part; and, when they lost,
mostly everyone lost.
As of Wednesday. April 16. the
Scots were 10--6 with eight matches
remaining before the conference
tournament at Oberlin May 2 and 3.
we're playing as well as we can
play." the coach said. Jeff Better's
early-seaso- n injury should also be
mentioned, for Retter was a
valuable asset to the Scots. i -
The team traveled down south for
its annual spring trip and came
away with a 4-- 5 mark, beating such
teams as Stetson and Eckerd. Upon
arrival home, the men quickly rais-
ed their mark to 10-- 5, winning six
straight, including shutouts of
Cleveland St., John Carroll, i and
Oberlin. The last victory of the six
came against Wabash In the first
round of the Wooster Quadrangular
Saturday, April 12. The streak came
to an end on the very same day,
DaPauw defeating the Scots, 8--1.
Individually, first singles Dave
Baka is 9-- 7; second singles Shahid
Khokhar, 10--6; third singles Doug
Hart, 8--8; fourth singles Rob Leach,
8--7; and Rodney Duncan is 8--6, swit-
ching at fifth and sixth singles
with John Raker, 8--4. Baka and Hart
are 11--5 at first doubles. Raker and
Dave Pros an impressive 11--1 at se-
cond, and Leach and Duncan 8--1 at
third.
Coach Schilling feels bis squad
will fare well at the NCACs, what
with the balance of the squad giving
each position a good shot at doing
well in his owa flight
Congratulations to the team for
upholding the fine Wooster tennis
tradition for yet another year.
A
It will be variably cloudy and warm today with ahigh reaching 72 to 77. Skies will be mostly
clear tonight with a low of 47 to 52. The
weekend is shaping up very well with warm
temperatures and dry conditions on tap. Sunny
to partly sunny skies will rule on both Saturday
and Sunday along with mostly clear nights.Temperatures will soar to the 77 to 82 range onSaturday and the-7- 2 to 77 range on Sunday. Lows
will be 50 to 55 both mornings. V TRIVIA: In 1985,
682 tornadoes struck the U.S. killing 94 persons.
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Trans Am
? I Id your tocopoNTimom
ReroGT Sunbird GT
can find out more about buying an exciting new Pontiac U you're convinced you want to
buy. see your nearest PontiAction dealer today!
THOMPSON PONTIAC
Cuyanoga Falls 929-44- 81
POUCHENA PONTIAC
Ravenna 678-126- 7
BONELLI PONTIAC
Wadcwortfi 334-255- 4
TAYLOR PONTIAC
Akron 535-185- 1
HOLLAND PONTIAC
MassMon 837-351- 6
WILLIS PONTIAC
North Canton 49-339- 5
FAMILY PONTIAC
Canton 896-121-1
PERFORMANCE PONTIAC
264-111-3
1
Congratulations. For earning a degree, you may nave earned yourself a brand new
Pontiac at very attractive financing. Its GMAC's College Graduate Financing Plan
a special opportunity tailored to the special needs of recent graduates.
No matter what the interest rate is at the time you buy. your interest rate will be lower. Only
those on the Graduate Plan will receive the lowest rate in your area.
And you're not buying just any car. You're buying the driving excitement of Pontiac. The perfect
cars for recent graduates. Sporty, performing automobiles that are fun to drive, great to look at
and. best of all. Pontiac is affordable with GMAC's College Graduate Financing Plan.
No Payments Due for 90 Days or $250 Coupon Towards
Down Payment
While you're getting established in your career, you won't have to worry about making payments
right away on your new Pontiac. You can wait for 90 days.
Or, if you'd rather take a coupon worth $250 toward your down payment, go ahead. Choose the
plan that wttl help you most.
Pay Just 5 Down
take advantage of GMAC's College Graduate Plan, and you'll put just 5 down on a new Pontiac
Just 5. You don't have to be an economics major to know that's a great deal.
Pontiac knows you haven't been able to save a lot of money at school. But at 5 down, buying
a new car is easy.
Who Qualifies?
Anyone who is graduated in 1986 and employed or has a verifiable commitment for employment
is eligible. You must also have no derogatory credit. All you need is a degree and a job. It's that
simple. You can qualify anytime from right now until April 30, 1987.
What About Credit Approval?
Now's your chance to establish credit. GMAC is aware you probably haven't made a major
purchase yet. but the company knows that because you have a degree and a job you're a good
credit nsk. Everybody has to start somewhere Why not start off in a new Pontiac.
i Tnll-Fra- e Graduate Hotline 1-800245- -9000 I
I h unii hM am ouastions maardma GMAC's CoUeoe Graduate Financing Plan, caH the
w un. m,m,,'n. n.aM umir erfwinanarnn MfflrVAt r:Un this number SO VOU
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HENSCHEN PONTIAC
Attanca 82V 91 SO
MAIBACH PONTIAC
Rittraan 825-501- 0
TOWELL PONTIAC
Akron 535-500- 0
CAL WIBLE PONTIAC
762-924- 9 .
Tract:
Continued from Pace 10
The meet bedu at noon with the
field events. Track events begin at 1
pm. with the women's 5000 meter
ran.
Golf
Continued from Page
with large greens. Although it isn't
that difficult a layout, you have to be
precise on your approach shots or
you'll have really long putts.
Because of the lack of range work
this week, we were not as precise as
we had to be."
The golfers now embark on their ',
busiest week of the year. 0n
Wednesday, the golfers travelled to
Indiana, Pennsylvania to play in the
LU.P. Invitational. Right after that,
they will go to Meadville, Penn-
sylvania to play in the Allegheny In-
vitational, which begins today and
ends tomorrow. Both tournaments
should help to tune up the Scots for
the upcoming conference tourna-
ment and the NCAA tournament --
later in May.
Continued from Page 11
In 1979s season finale, Dallas
quarterback Boger Staubauch threw
two late touchdown passes against
Washington, leading his Cowboys
back from a thirteen-poin- t deficit,
for a 35-3-4 win. The loss kept the
Redskins out of the playoffs..
And, could anyone ever forget, in
November 1984, Doug Flutie's
dramatic. 64-ya- rd bomb to Gerard
Phelan as time expired, as Boston
College defeated the Miami Hur-
ricanes, 47-4-5?
Exciting finishes. Fantastic.
Baseball
Continued from Page 9
can do really well in post season
Play"
The Scots next, and last, home
games will be during the first
weekend of May. They win be taking
on Oberlin College in back-to-bac- k
double headers on the 3rd and 4th.
Games will start at 1:00pm. on the
Art Murray Field.
Phi Beta Kappa
run a success
By David Dean
The annual Beta Kappa Phi Heart
Fund Run, run on April 6th, was a
sucess all the way down the line. The
traditional run which begins at
Lowry Center finished at 5:00pm at
the Heart Association Headquarters
on the campus of Case Western
Reserve University campus. "We
had a little trouble toward the end of
the race with directions but as the
old quote goes.team work, team
work, thats what counts,things fmt
as smooth as could be expected "
commented External Affairs Direc-
tor Doug White.
Indeed it was a sucess as the men
of First Section managed to collect
in excess of 800.00 dollars which win
10 toward continuing heart researchJor the Wayne and Cleveland Heart
Fund Chapters.
As the runners, all 38 of them,
came dose to their point of destina-
tion they were greeted by a
cameraman from TV 8 and a noted
podiatrist from Case Western
Podiatry School.
.
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